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Powerful yet feminine. Diverse yet neat. Minimal yet witty. E Comma E emphasizes the 

beauty in moderation, and the richness in simplicity. Big pockets, cuffs, and rectangular 

closures are E COMMA E’s signature.





Based on the ‘Hyperrealism’ and ‘Modernism’ art movements, ABRAHAM K HANGUL 

creates visual self-expression through clothing. ABRAHAM K HANGUL uses eco-friendly 

materials, and an eco-conscious production processes for a sustainable coexistence of 

mankind and nature. 





SWING BY NABI hopes to impact a woman’s life by bringing in a change to her 

fashion, creating a butterfly effect where small causes can have larger effects. 





UNDER THE RADAR NAVY'S philosophy is to bring out a woman's femininity and 

confidence naturally through her wardrobe. They only use natural fibers and avoid any 

synthetic or animal material. All of this season's looks are made with 100% cotton fabrics. 





 

WNDERKAMMER uses natural materials, neat details, and a minimal silhouette. 





Lang & Lu use color and unique silhouettes to create closet staples in an affordable price 

range. The jackets are made with Eco- Fur and are lined eco-friendly and thermal 

material.The flirty wrap dresses are comfortable and classic.





VVV aims to design unisex casual clothing with unique graphics made with diverse textile 

techniques. The brand encourages expression of character by mixing and matching 

styles.





Inspired by street style, BLANK creates both exclusive and wearable clothes. 
With detailed designs and distinct features, BLANK is both unique and classic.  





Millogrem believes in the "simplicity of diversity" and encourages collaboration of people 

with various backgrounds. The brand strives to produce high quality clothes at an 

affordable price. 





BIBYSEOB is a unisex brand that creates structural and lineal 
details for both men and women. 





110CUZ symbolizes perfect (100%) with a little extra creativity (10%). Their 

sustainably manufactured designs include detachable items to allow for unique 

styling 




